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tralia, one in India and a third in Canada. Each would have
been sufficient to endow an average family for life, but he in-
vested in wild schemes that his visionary mind believed in,
and more quickly than we could melt those fortunes they
melted themselves.
This making and losing of fortunes affected his children
intimately. We were, so to speak, the victims of his destiny.
" When I am down, everyone around me must be down ;
when I am up, everyone shall share," he said. Unfortunately
he was more generally " down."
Thus, bankruptcy had long been a theme of debate. As
other children might discuss pirates or shipwrecks or treasure
islands, we assiduously studied the advantages and disadvan-
tages and moral aspects of bankruptcy. The advantages, to
my mind, were obvious. It washed out all debt so that one
could begin again at the beginning. I had some vague under-
standing of the working of a debt career, of how money is
borrowed at insane percentages to pay the interest on former
borrowings, in order to pay some other debt that has become
acute ; so that the vicious circle grows ever larger and more
entangled. Why not wipe it all out and live differently?
Why not make a sacrifice of pride in order to have peace of
mind ?
" Peace of mind ? " We never had it. In London we never
knew when we entered the drawing-room whether bailiffs
would be sitting there or not. Once when Peter and I returned
from a walk and rang the door bell, it was answered by an
unknown man. We protested to our mother: " How can you,
at such a moment, when we are so hard up, engage a new
servant ? "
She answered : " Hush ! It's a bailiff; I've given him ten
bob, and he's promised to open the door and clean the mirrors."
One grew to know the type. Bailiffs are usually heavy,
thickset men in overcoats, who sit in the best chairs, all hunched
up and apathetic as if they had nothing to expect and nothing
to say. They do not stand when you enter the room; they
do not apologize and they do not explain* I knew also the
" writ," which is a blue paper, and the gentleman who brings
it always comes to the front door. In the country you can

